
Forensic Examiners - Police, Government or Corporate Lab
Investigations and Priority Triage
Field Investigators - Police, Sheriff, Law Enforcement, School
Resource Officers, IT Security and Digital First Responders
Intel or Military Field Operatives - Force Protection and Field
Intelligence Gathering

Mobile Forensics typically used by field investigators 
Computer Forensics often used in the forensic lab
All-in-One Forensics tools used by anyone that wants to have the
power of a portable lab in the field 

All ADF software shares the same intelligent search engine and rapid
scan capabilities. The key differences in our digital forensic products
are in the form factor and the features focused on deployment and
usage scenarios: 

Who Uses ADF Software?

What are the differences between ADF products? 

ADF provides you with three options to deploy forensic tools:

Acquire -Quickly identify and collect files and artifacts
Analyze - Data analysis to correlate people, events, and files
Report - Quickly generate and share court-ready reports

1.
2.
3.

adfsolutions.com/compare-products

https://www.adfsolutions.com/digital-forensics


ADF makes collecting smartphone evidence easy
thanks to mobile phone forensics tools. ADF mobile
forensics software leverages artificial intelligence
and machine learning to simplify complex digital
evidence investigation tasks, helping organizations
uncover actionable intelligence within seconds and
minutes.

MOBILE FORENSICS

ADF's flagship computer forensic software makes
lab or field investigations easy for anyone
responsible for collecting, analyzing, or reporting
on computer evidence. Forensic examiners and
field investigators can get Certified to use ADF
computer forensic software in 1-2 days and can
begin using out-of-the-box Search Profiles to find
digital evidence on a Mac, Windows and Linux
devices immediately. 

COMPUTER FORENSICS

Our suite of PRO tools includes Digital Evidence
Investigator® PRO (DEI PRO), Triage-Investigator®
PRO (TINV RPO), and Triage-G2® PRO (TG2 PRO).
Our PRO Series allows frontline field investigators
to quickly preview, capture, and collect evidence
from iOS, Android, Mac, Linux, and Windows using
your forensic machine or an ADF rugged field
forensic tablet.

ALL IN ONE FORENSICS

adfsolutions.com/compare-products


